
This was originally written by Larry Plachno for the
Polish Genealogical Society of America. They
printed It on page 12 of their Fall, 1997 Bulletin. It
covers the interesting fact that our paternal grand-
parents came from the same place in Poland but
met and married in Chicago.
- - - - - - - - - -

Avery good friend and long-term genealog-
ical researcher once told me that ge-
nealogical research is apt to create as

many new questions as it resolves. In the case of
our P∏achno family, our initial climb up the fam-
ily tree found some unexpected fruit that may
never be fully explained.

We are relative newcomers to genealogy.
Some genealogical research on my mother’s side
of the family prompted my parents to search for
the box of historical material that had been saved
on my paternal grandparents. However, it was
not to be found. The best recollection was that it
had been turned over to one or both of my aunts
who occasionally wrote to Poland. Unfortu-
nately, both aunts had subsequently passed
away and the box of historical data could not be
found. This is one of the major reasons why new
genealogical discoveries in our family are now
shared with others and not kept in one location.

Hence, the summer of 1996 found us get-
ting started in trying to research our family tree
but with almost nothing to work from. Like many
of the people who came from Poland, my grand-
parents were reluctant to speak of the “old coun-
try” and imparted very little information about
their previous life to their children.
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Coincidence, Or a Love That Spanned Two Continents?

TThhee  PPllaacchhnnoo  RReeppoorrtt

Shown here is the church in Borz´cin. Church
records show that grandfather Jon P∏achno
and grandmother Maryanna Czuj both at-
tended church here. Since they were only 17
months difference in age, they must have
known each other in Poland. 



Conversations between my paternal
grandfather and maternal grandfather overheard
by my mother indicated that both were from the
same area of Poland. Since my mother’s father
was born and raised in Jas∏o, we were relatively
certain that my paternal grandfather, John
P∏achno, came from Galacia/Ma∏opolska. We
also knew that another branch of the P∏achno
family came to the United States soon after my
grandfather.

We knew even less about about my pater-
nal grandmother, Maryanna (or Marianna) Czuj.
Family legend held that grandfather and grand-
mother met a few years after the turn of the cen-
tury in Chicago. Grandma’s path home from
work apparently took her past grandpa’s front
porch and his notice. Notice he did and they
were soon subsequently married. Family tradi-
tion held that her father was a roving merchant
with a cart in Poland and she helped him in his
business. Even in her later years she was able to
calculate money in her head faster than anyone
could do it on an adding machine.

Enlisting the aid of two friends, we
scoured both the internet and U.S. telephone
books for people named Plachno. Eliminating
my own relatives left me with six people I could
not account for who were most likely from the
other branch of the family. I was able to make
contact and one of them not only remembered
my grandparents but could make a guess at the
name of the farming village and nearby town our
families had left in Poland. Although the spelling
was incorrect, some of the staff of the Polish Ge-
nealogical Society of America were able to make
an educated guess on the communities of Jag-
niówka and Borz´cin, located just a few miles
northwest of Tarnów.
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John Plachno (now with an Americanized
name) and Maryanna Czuj were married at St.
John Cantius church in Chicago on October 30,
1906. This record showed that Maryanna had
also come from Borz´cin in Poland.

Shown here is the interior of the church in
Borz´cin. Several generations of P∏achnos went
to church here.



Stan Schmidt, then president of the PGSA,
kindly spent some time on the telephone with
me to encourage me to research the Mormon mi-
crofilms for Borz´cin. My first two hours of re-
search with the microfilms showed me that I had
hit the jackpot. Not only did I find several listings
for people named P∏achno, but I also found list-
ings for Curdy∏o, Dzieƒ, G∏àb and Rogó˚, who
were old family friends and distant relations who
had also come to Chicago at that same time. In
addition, I even found a baptismal listing for
someone with the same name as my grand-
mother.

It was clear that I was in the right church
and only had to find the right pew. Since the
Mormon records only went up to April of 1881
and my grandfather was born later that year, I

had no idea which of the various P∏achno fami-
lies listed were our own branch. After some dis-
cussion with my mother, I decided to attempt to
find a marriage record for my grandparents in
Chicago. Several letters went out to the more
likely churches. Less than ten days later I had a
reply from St. John Cantius Church with a certifi-
cate showing that my grandparents had been
married there on October 30, 1906. Luckily, it
also provided their place of birth and the names
of their parents.

The fact that my grandfather gave his
place of birth as Borz´cin was not surprising.
However, the fact that my grandmother also gave
her place of birth as Borz´cin stopped us in our
tracks. Among other things, it meant that the bap-
tism record I had found among the Borz´cin mi-
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This is the wedding photo of John Plachno and Maryanna Czuj on October 30, 1906. The bride
and groom are in the center. To the left are married friends of Maryanna. Behind the couple is
Maryanna’s landlady. At the right is a friend of Maryanna (seated) and a friend of John (standing).
A note says that John was a barrel maker at the time of the wedding.



crofilms was indeed my own grandmother. Now
also armed with the names of grandparents, we
were able to piece together two branches of our
parental family tree back several generations in
Borz´cin.

However, we are now faced with the co-
incidence that my grandparents were both born
in Borz´cin with my grandfather being 17
months younger. I do not know the population
of Borz´cin at the turn of the century but based
on the marriage and baptism records, it could not
have been substantial. It is probably unlikely that
two young people of relatively the same age and
attending the same church had never seen each
other or met. It is more likely that they had.

How do we relate this information to the
family tradition that grandma and grandpa did

not meet until soon after the turn of the century
in Chicago when she walked past the front of his
house? What are the odds that two people meet-
ing for the first time in Chicago came from the
same town in Poland? Obviously, those are pretty
steep odds. Although grandma and grandpa
never said anything, some of us now believe that
they first met each other in Borz´cin in the 1880s
or 1890s. There must have been some spark of
love because they obviously made some
arrangement to come to Chicago and find each
other in the new country and get married. We
may never know for sure, but it is interesting to
speculate that our saintly grandparents may well
have had a love affair that started in Borz´cin,
moved across the Atlantic to Chicago, and re-
sulted in our Plachno family.
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Here is a map of Poland with major cities written in English. If you look down in the southeast
corner you will find Borz´cin between Kraków and Tarnów. When our grandparents left Poland
this area was known as MaloPolska (little Poland) or Galacia. Today’s population of Borz´cin is
only 2,900 so grandpa and grandma most likely knew each other as youngsters.


